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Abstract
The estimation of acoustic reflection coefficients from in-room measurements using one or more sources and micro-
phone arrays has been addressed in various ways. One particularly illustrative method is the plane wave decompo-
sition. Peaks in this representation can be assigned to the location and strength of mirror image sources. Traditional
approaches employ rigid spherical microphone arrays together with modal beamforming. Compressive sensing (CS)
techniques aim at spatial undersampling by assuming sparsity of the sound field in some given representation. By
careful design of the sensing matrix, the number of required measurements can be considerably reduced compared to
Nyquist sampling and reconstruction.

However, often sparsity of the problem at hand is not given and a sufficient low mutual coherence of the sensing
matrix is violated, yielding CS reconstruction with low robustness. We aim at robust detection of early, discrete reflec-
tions by means of CS using rigid spherical microphone array data. We discuss the interaction of room characteristics,
sensing matrix and technical measures to qualify the detection performance. The influence of practical limitations,
like the number of microphones and their self-noise is investigated, as well as the overall gain of applying CS to the
problem compared to traditional modal beamforming techniques.
Keywords: early room reflections, microphone array, sound field analysis, modal beamforming, compres-
sive sensing

1 INTRODUCTION
Direction of arrival (DOA) estimation using sensor arrays is a well addressed problem in array processing, for
which different approaches with advantages and disadvantages exist [1]. Spherical microphone arrays allow for
DOA estimation by beamforming in the modal domain using spherical harmonics (SHs). With the advent of
high computational power, the modal plane wave decomposition (PWD) with specific weights (such as matched
filter characteristics, delay-and-sum, minimum variance distortionless response) became a useful tool for rigid
and open sphere microphone array measurements featuring full audio bandwidth [2]. Compressive sensing (CS)
techniques [3] have been increasingly utilized for acoustic problems in the last decade [4]. CS allows for highly
undersampling the signals with – in the ideal case – perfect reconstruction, but only if sparsity in a certain
(unknown and/or unaccessible) signal domain holds. Naturally, CS was soon applied to acoustic beamforming
and DOA estimation, e.g. [5, 6], in the presented scenarios outperforming the aforementioned approaches.
Reconstruction of reverberant sound fields by CS was pursued e.g. in [7, 8], indicating very good reconstruction
for the very early part of a sound field and for very low audio frequencies.

In this contribution, we aim at reliable DOA estimation of early room reflections [9], i.e. peaks of the room
impulse response arriving considerably earlier than the so called mixing time [10] of the room. We compare
a traditional PWD approach against one based on CS. Since rigid spherical microphone arrays in range of 4-
15 cm radius are nowadays available for practical in-situ room measurements, we concentrate on these designs,
rather than randomly sampled or larger aperture microphone arrays. The question arises if CS can be profitably
deployed for DOA estimation under these circumstances rather than the PWD approach.
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2 METHOD AND SETUP
We approach the evaluation by a specific example, mainly following the study [9], where the DOAs of room
reflections and their respective wall absorption coefficients were estimated by a PWD. The room under discus-
sion has a size of (widthx, lengthy, heightz) = (10, 11, 3) m. The source is located at xS = (7,8,1.8)Tm, where
x = (x,y,z)T denotes a vector in Cartesian coordinates. The receiver position is xR = (2.1,4.5,1.8)Tm. The room
walls shall be built from brick, i.e. a frequency independent absorption coefficient of 0.15 is assumed. The sim-
ulations use a sampling frequency of fs = 16kHz and a speed of sound of c = 343m/s. The perceptual mixing
time is predicted [10] to tmp,50% = 31.2ms and tmp,95% = 54ms. Thus, we restrict our discussion to the time
window 0 ≤ t ≤ 40ms, where the assumption of ’incidence angle over time’-sparsity for the reflections should
be valid. For this time window the direct sound and 31 reflections from up to 4th order mirror image sources
arrive at the microphone array, cf. the detailed list in Figure 5. Only for the simplified and introductionary
scenario discussed in Figure 1, a 1st (instead of 4th) order image source model with fully absorbing floor
and ceiling (instead of brick) is used, while maintaining all other parameters described above. In the acoustic
impulse response this results in 1st order reflections in the horizontal plane only.

The temporal domain acoustic transfer matrix AN×t×M (in CS usually termed sensing matrix) between plane
wave incidence and microphone array receivers is built from fixed spherical Lebedev grid’s M = 1202 angle
pairs (azimuth φm, colatitude θm) of plane wave incidence to N = 14,26,38,or170 microphones arranged on a
spherical Lebedev grid (φn,θn) with radius RN = 0.1m centered at position xR. As stated above, we do not
deploy random sampling for the microphone array positions, since we are rather interested in using already
built rigid sphere microphone arrays. In consequence, using the Lebedev grid both for receiver as well as for
the DOA dictionary, leads to a rather high mutual coherence. Note that monte carlo simulations for plane wave
incidence on rigid spherical microphone arrays (not discussed here) indicate that random sampling does not
necessarily decrease mutual coherence compared to regular sampling schemes.

The measurement matrix yN×t of room reflections from (φis,θis) impinging onto (φn,θn) of the rigid mi-
crophone array is obtained by the image source model, being implemented in the SH and temporal frequency
domain using sufficient temporal resolution. Inverse spatial and temporal Fourier transforms yield the acoustic
impulse responses yN×t for the N microphones. Uncorrelated white Gaussian noise with dedicated signal peak
to noise variance ratio is (if any) then added to simulate sensor noise. Note that this simple additive noise
model holds only for impulse response measurements by impulsive excitation, cf. [11].

DOA estimation via the plane wave decomposition includes matched filtering in the SH domain, yielding
a high frequency independent white noise gain, cf. [9] for details. The PWD matrices p[N]φm×θm×t for the
N = 14,26,38,170 microphone grids and their conservatively chosen corresponding SH orders 2,3,4,10 are
obtained by inverse SH transform for all plane wave dictionary entries (φm,θm). Typically, either one angular
dependency over time is conveniently visualized in a surface plot, cf. [9, Fig. 6], or θ over φ is plotted for a
fixed time instance, cf. [2, Fig. 5.6].

DOA estimation by means of compressive sensing uses orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [3, Ch. 4] in
its implementation in Python’s scikit-learn package. A sliding window with length tw = 0.75ms (according to
a chosen sound path of 2.5725RN, i.e. 12 samples at fs) for all considered t is utilized to solve the system
of equations yN·tw×1 = AN·tw×M · xM×1 (matrix/vector stacking) for xM×1 with OMP. We search for 3 non-zero
coefficients in xM×1 per time frame. This seems to be arbitrary, but is linked to the temporal coincidence of
certain reflections. Thus, this choice is highly dependent on the room characteristics. Then, finding a specific
OMP solution for a specific t, the sparse matrix xM×t with 3M non-zero coefficients is obtained. Explicitly
rearranging for plane wave incidence angles and considering the different microphone array grids N gives the
DOA matrices x[N]φm×θm×t using CS-OMP beamforming.

Feel free to use the paper’s dedicated Jupyter notebook1 to conduct own simulations.

1https://github.com/spatialaudio/doa-early-room-reflections-pwd-vs-omp
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the following we aim at direct comparison of both, PWD and CS-based DOA matrices p[N]φm×θm×t and
x[N]φm×θm×t using the same setups. These raw data could be used to compute DOA estimates by e.g. a blob
or peak detection.

For the three-dimensional (3D) DOA results over time, the four dimensions φ , θ , t and level of the early
reflections are to be visualized for presentation. The following scatter plots seem to be a reasonable way to do
so. Note, that normal surface plots can easily provide a misleading picture of 4D data, especially when being
sparse. The left scatter plots in the figures show DOA as level over azimuth over time. The right scatter plots
show DOA as level over colatitude over time. The top scatter plots show PWD based DOA matrix |pφm×θm×t |
in dB. The bottom scatter plots show CS-OMP based DOA matrix |xφm×θm×t | in dB. The level is normalized
to 0 dB for the direct sound and exhibits a visible range from -10 dB to 1 dB. Under the assumption that
mirror image sources / reflections behave like point sources, their amplitude decay ∝ 1/r over distance r can
be compensated for. This is simply achieved by estimating 1

r = 1
ct from the traveling time t starting from the

direct sound arrival. The method is actually exact for images sources of 1st order, only. Otherwise, for higher
order image sources (multiple wall reflections) the absorption coefficients must be rather low, in order that this
compensation is meaningful.

Color and size of the scatter circles indicate level. In the top left corner of each subplot two reference circles
are included, not to be mistaken with estimated reflections: The large yellow circle indicates the size for 0 dB

Figure 1. Early room reflections’ DOA over time. Left: azimuth, right: colatitude, top: PWD |pφm×θm×t | in
dB, bottom: CS-OMP |xφm×θm×t | in dB. Rigid microphone array, spherical Lebedev grid with 170 receivers, 1st
order image source model, fully absorbing ceiling and floor, no additive noise.
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level, the small black circle -10 dB. Circle’s radius in between is varied linearly in terms of dB. A small white
dot and a green number right above it indicate the reference position of an image source. Numbering is sorted
according to traveling time. Scatter plots could be improved in future by overlaying low to high levels.

Since the degree of freedom for variation of parameters is huge, we restrict the discussion to four prototypical
scenarios with distinct features. The results for the first scenario are depicted in Figure 1 for N = 170 and 1st
order image sources in a room with fully absorbing ceiling and floor (cf. courtyard with snow-covered meadow).
This rather artificial scenario links to the setup used in [9] and aims at introducing the visualization strategy. It
can be seen, that both, the PWD and the CS-OMP, could reliably detect all five DOAs (direct sound at 17.556
ms due to |xS− xR| = 6.02m as well as the four reflections from the four walls) in the horizontal plane. The
PWD exhibits the typical elliptical shapes around level maxima (here i.e. the main lobe) in this visualization,
which correspond to circular beam patterns mapped on a sphere. A robust blob detection in searching for level
maximum matching the focal point of the ellipses / circles would rely on a clear separation of these shapes
(no smearing of grating and side lobes). OMP by design exhibits sparse DOA events. Even in this simple
scenario multiple detection of certain DOAs occur, cf. prominent slightly misaligned around events 1 and 2,
which however would not provide misleading results as they can clearly distinguished from the maximum level
entry at about the same time instance.

The second scenario for Figure 2 uses N = 170 receivers, all walls built from brick and image sources up to
4th order. Thus, the DOAs of the direct sound and 31 reflections are to be estimated. Ellipses within PWD can
be distinguished clearly by visual inspection up to the 11th mirror image source. The clusters around 33 ms

Figure 2. Early room reflections’ DOA over time. Left: azimuth, right: colatitude, top: PWD |pφm×θm×t | in
dB, bottom: CS-OMP |xφm×θm×t | in dB. Rigid microphone array, spherical Lebedev grid with 170 receivers, 4th
order image source model, all walls brick (absorption coefficient 0.15), no additive noise.
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and around 39 ms are likely not detectable, whereas in between certain reflections are prominently isolated, cf.
mirror image source 20. This is again highly dependent on the room characteristics. The CS-OMP based DOA
is highly precise if the DOA was correctly found, which is here always the case.

The third scenario for Figure 3 uses N = 170 receivers, all walls built from brick, image sources up to 4th
order and uncorrelated white noise added to the receivers with rather high peak to noise ratio of 10 dB. This
is chosen to conveniently discuss the general effect of noisy measurements when comparing our PWD and CS-
OMP DOA methods. Recall that we compensate for the 1/r amplitude decay, which raises noise with increasing
time. This degrades the DOA results in the PWD as well as in the CS-OMP. The characteristics are however
different. Visual inspection allows for robust DOA estimation up to the 11th event in the PWD, the same as
for the example without noise. These ellipses are not degraded too much by the noise. CS-OMP based DOA
becomes blurry for t > 27.5ms. Also the first 5 mirror image sources are not indisputable, but uncritical for
robust DOA estimation. However, this blur leads to an increasing amount of DOA clustering for increasing
time. While PWD estimation would ensure robust estimation of the first 11 mirror image sources, this is not
save for CS-OMP in this example, cf. false positives with high levels around events 11, 17 and 18. Conversely,
with CS-OMP a robust-like detection of e.g. event 14 in very noisy data would be possible, where PWD data
would fail.

The fourth scenario for Figure 4 uses N = 14 receivers, all walls built from brick and image sources up to
4th order, no noise. Thus, one prerequisite for CS, N � M, is best met. Moreover, N is about half as the

Figure 3. Early room reflections’ DOA over time. Left: azimuth, right: colatitude, top: PWD |pφm×θm×t | in
dB, bottom: CS-OMP |xφm×θm×t | in dB. Rigid microphone array, spherical Lebedev grid with 170 receivers,
4th order image source model, all walls brick (absorption coefficient 0.15), 10 dB signal peak to noise variance
ratio.
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number of early reflections to be estimated by DOA, which should be considered as a challenging scenario
even without noise. Robust DOA estimation based on the PWD data by visual inspection is meaningful for
direct sound and first two reflections. Fourth and fifth events can not be reliably separated. The CS-OMP based
DOA is blurry. The blur characteristics are different to the previous example. For N = 14, the blur is spread
over whole time range due to sparse spatial sampling, whereas for N = 170 the blur becomes more prominent
for increasing time due to the 1/r compensation and thus increased noise level. Robust detection with CS-OMP
would be possible for the events 1 to 9. For all other events, false positives exhibit levels that could not be
ignored when assigning early reflections on a blind basis. For example note that, the false positives at 24 ms
with considerable level suggest a further reflection besides 4th and 5th mirror image source.

4 CONCLUSION
We presented a study comparing DOA estimation for early room reflections. Since for these, sparsity in the
acoustic impulse response can be assumed, it appeared desirable to apply compressive sensing based beamform-
ing. In particular we utilized rigid microphone arrays with spherical Lebedev grids, as these are most practical
for fast in-situ measurements. We compared DOA by matched filter plane wave decomposition and by com-
pressive sensing using orthogonal matching pursuit with a sliding window and up to 3 non-zero coefficients per
window. A consistent comparison for 3D data over time was missing so far to the authors knowledge. Our
simulations and the brief presentation of four special cases indicate that both approaches generally are suitable

Figure 4. Early room reflections’ DOA over time. Left: azimuth, right: colatitude, top: PWD |pφm×θm×t | in
dB, bottom: CS-OMP |xφm×θm×t | in dB. Rigid microphone array, spherical Lebedev grid with 14 receivers, 4th
order image source model, all walls brick (absorption coefficient 0.15), no additive noise.
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for DOA estimation with proper parametrization, which is already known in literature. However, the imple-
mented compressive sensing approach not necessarily yields outperforming results compared to traditional plane
wave decomposition. Especially, when aiming at the exact count and robust DOA of early room reflections,
compressive sensing might be not the optimal solution. This is not a flaw of the technique itself, but rather
due violation of prerequisites, such as low mutual coherence of the sensing matrix and signal sparsity in the
problem under discussion. For both, degrees of freedom in changing parameters is rather low.
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# phi/deg theta/deg r/m t/ms #image source order
1 , 36 , 90 , 6.022 , 17.556, 1*
2 , 36 , 68 , 6.482 , 18.899, 1
3 , 36 , 121 , 7.016 , 20.454, 1
4 , 36 , 135 , 8.501 , 24.783, 2
5 , 36 , 45 , 8.501 , 24.783, 2
6 , 159 , 90 , 9.75 , 28.425, 1*
7 , 159 , 76 , 10.041 , 29.274, 2
8 , 36 , 36 , 10.335 , 30.132, 3
9 , 159 , 110 , 10.393 , 30.301, 2
10 , 63 , 90 , 10.689 , 31.164, 1*
11 , 63 , 77 , 10.955 , 31.94, 2
12 , 63 , 109 , 11.279 , 32.884, 2
13 , 36 , 148 , 11.332 , 33.039, 3
14 , 159 , 122 , 11.448 , 33.377, 3
15 , 18 , 90 , 11.448 , 33.377, 1*
16 , 159 , 58 , 11.448 , 33.377, 3
17 , 18 , 78 , 11.697 , 34.102, 2
18 , 18 , 107 , 12.001 , 34.988, 2
19 , 63 , 119 , 12.258 , 35.738, 3
20 , 63 , 61 , 12.258 , 35.738, 3
21 , 159 , 49 , 12.869 , 37.52, 4
22 , 18 , 118 , 12.925 , 37.683, 3
23 , 18 , 62 , 12.925 , 37.683, 3
24 , 134 , 90 , 13.155 , 38.353, 2
25 , 134 , 80 , 13.372 , 38.986, 3
26 , 36 , 153 , 13.426 , 39.143, 4
27 , -69 , 90 , 13.426 , 39.143, 1*
28 , 36 , 27 , 13.426 , 39.143, 4
29 , 63 , 52 , 13.595 , 39.635, 4
30 , -69 , 80 , 13.639 , 39.764, 2
31 , 134 , 105 , 13.639 , 39.764, 3
32 , 159 , 135 , 13.683 , 39.892, 4

Figure 5. All DOA of the room under discussion for t < 40ms calculated by 4th order image source model
(direct sound #1 and reflections #2-#32). * indicates horizontal 1st order mirror image sources for scenario 1.
Angles rounded to integer for clarity.
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